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“Piazzolla 2021”: Louise Jallu’s Prospective Tango

In her latest album, the young musician pays tribute to the Argentine
composer, an icon in contemporary bandoneon music.
by Patrick Labesse

That Sunday afternoon in Gennevilliers, a Paris suburb where she has lived all her life, we found
Louise Jallu at work. “It’s my passion. I’ve always felt the need to work, to think things over,” the
26-year-old bandoneonist assured us. Her new album, Piazzolla 2021, came out in hard copy on
March 12th. The digital version came out in mid January.



She recorded it in quartet with Mathia Lévy (violin and electric guitar), Marc Benham (piano and
Fender Rhodes), Alexandre Perrot (double bass). Joining them were Argentine pianist Gustavo
Beytelmann, jazz musician Médéric Collignon (bugle), and Gino Favotti (additional sounds). The
young musician and composer very creatively reinterpreted music composed by bandoneonist
Ástor Piazzolla (1921-1992) to celebrate the centenary of his birth this year. She is anxious to
perform on stage the pieces in her album. “He will only truly be born on that day!”

While serious and resolute, Louise Jallu can also be impish. She’s not afraid of opening her
bandoneon wide to use it as a hat, as we can see in a photo in liner notes in her album Francesita,
her first (double) studio album which came out in 2018. She also loves getting totally absorbed by
a film or a book. The starting point for Francesita was reading the investigative report by Albert
Londres, titled Le Chemin de Buenos Aires (1927). In it, the French journalist recounted the woes
of European women abducted and sent to bordellos in Argentina. Louise Jallu explains, “In
sifting through 1920s poetry and tango-canción [tango song], I noticed many poems referred to
these women.”

Precocious Pugnacity
In Francesita, she tackles pieces written by Enrique Delfino (1895-1967) and whose titles contain
the first names of some of these women. “Pianist and composer Delfino was a celebrity in tango
in his day. Carlos Gardel recorded several of Delfino’s compositions. I have a passion for this
rarely-performed character.” This is not the case for Piazzolla, “unavoidable for any
bandoneonist”, Jallu reminds us. “I actually performed one of his compositions in my last concert
before an audience at a Paris bookshop for the sales launch of Emmanuelle Honorin’s book, Ástor
Piazzolla, le tango de la démesure [published by Demi Lune, in the Voix du Monde collection,
2011]. The more you immerse yourself in Piazzolla’s music, the more aware you become of the
necessity to give up everything obvious.”

The bandoneon and tango culture must continue to be kept alive, but not by freezing them in
predefined codes”, rather in leaving the culture “open for proposals”. “Playing prospective tango,
something that would be like its extension.” Read in our selection of albums: “La critique du CD
Piazzolla 2021” by Louise Jallu.

Composer Bernard Cavanna worked closely with Louise Jallu on the arrangements for her two
albums. Back in 1988, Cavanna joined forces with two Argentines, Juan José Mosalini and César
Stroscio, to create the first bandoneon class in Europe, the Conservatoire Edgar-Varèse, located in
Gennevilliers. Louise signed up for classes there at the age of five, and she teaches there now.

Bernard Cavanna has nothing but praise for his protégée. He extols her precocious pugnacity: “It
was quite amusing to see her give the starting signal to the other musicians and lead the music
like a soloist of great renown! She has rhythm deep in her bones, confidence in her performance,
and unique elegance in her phrasing.” What distinguishes her above all is her curiosity for all
genres of music, “often some of the most demanding, for example those you find in contemporary
music.”
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Louise Jallu honors the music of the great composer and bandeonist from Argentina. Still
today, the man’s work with Gerry Mulligan remains quite vivid in jazz fans’ memories.
This album will give them countless reasons to be excited.

This magical/magnificent album neatly skirts any need to wonder whether Louise Jallu belongs in
the ever-expanding jazz family. If an answer were required, it would be a resounding “of course”,
since this sumptuous album will bedazzle anyone (unfortunate enough to be) unfamiliar with
Astor’s music. This virtuoso bandeonista reinvents her hero’s music with such audacity and with
such tender love, that she takes it elsewhere. To be precise: to right where it should be. She plops
it smackdab in the middle of Emotion. Assisted by accompanists who add their grain of salt and
soul to this musical quest, with breezy agility, they glide into the art of improvisation. Here, this
is sensuously executed by the leader of the group, along with Mathias Lévy on the violin, Marc
Benham at the piano, and two other guests in this triad, namely Gustavo Beytelmann, who used to
play alongside the maestro himself, plus bugle player Médéric Collignon, a musician quite
familiar to our readers. His solo in Oblivion will forever be remembered. The last minutes of this
Piazzollesque standard sweep us away into the ether of the sublime. Then, this fine musical crew
freely interprets Libertango. The first notes of the composition do indeed recall Edgar Varèse’s
music. Yes, here, we’re dealing with poets whom we might justly qualify as a tad cracked.

NOADYA ARNOUX



Diapason

Piazzolla 2021
Louise Jallu (bandoneon), Mathias Levy (violin, electric guitar), Marc Benham (piano, Fender
Rhodes), Alexandre Perrot (bass)
Klarthe, 2020. TT: 59'

Louise Jallu masterfully reminds us that we are celebrating a bandeonist through the
truly unique grain and breath of this devilish, little instrument. Assisted in her effort by
Bernard Cavanna and her quartet members, plus a two guest musicians (bugle player
Médéric Collignon, keyboardist Gustavo Beytelmann who used to play beside the
master), this young woman presents us here with eleven pieces, veritable landmarks,
opening a pathway to contemporary, multihued, free jazz. We’re willing to bet that Ástor
would have loved this Piazzolla 2021.

BENOIT FAUCHET
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What to listen to this week: from “Piazzolla Nuevo”, a voyage into legendary keyboard
sounds, a tribute to kiwi pop, a South African musical and vocal quartet.

Music by Ástor Piazzolla, interpreted by the Louise Jallu Quartet, Gustavo Beytelmann (piano),
and Médéric Collignon (trumpet). Album cover for Piazzolla 2021, Louise Jallu. Klarthe Records

Louise Jallu does not aim for a perfectly faithful interpretation of the music composed by
Ástor Piazzolla (1921-1992). Her goal is preserving its spirit and making this the starting
point for explorations that must be equally audacious and irreducible to a genre (tango, jazz,
contemporary). The nuance becomes perceptible immediately upon the instrumental
ensemble’s presentation. The Argentine master had a quintet; the young Frenchwoman has a
quartet. What also stands out is the bandoneonist’s gambit. Where Piazzolla the tiger made
his bellows roar, Jallu the panther is content to let them sigh, gently in Soledad,
voluptuously in Tanguedia. Far from limiting herself to mere arrangement, her work on the
scores in tandem with composer and bandoneonist Bernard Cavanna secures this as an
authentic creation. The extensions are myriad, the richness is unexpected. This proves to be
the case in the highly famous Libertango, in which the piano work of alchemist Gustavo



Beytelmann melds with a siren à la Edgard Varèse. In another big hit like Oblivion (with
Médéric Collignon’s mutant trumpet) ends with a polyphony of music boxes. The revolution
sparked by Ástor Piazzolla led us to Tango Nuevo; the revolution led by Louise Jallu gives
us a Piazzolla Nuevo.

PIERRE GERVASONI


